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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
05/18/16  

Vulnerable tech action could be fanned by renewed Fed fears  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -1.60, SILVER -17.00, PLATINUM -8.40  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities markets were all lower 
in a catch up move to the US decline on Tuesday. However, the MICEX and the 
FTSE MIB did manage to buck the trend. With the focus on a slight rise in US 
rate hike expectations yesterday the markets were unwilling to embrace a slight decline in UK jobless claimants 
this morning perhaps because expectations were for an even greater decline in UK jobless claims. The US 
economic calendar of events starts with a weekly reading on MBA mortgage applications. Data out of Canada 
provides a March reading on international securities transactions that are anticipated to be down from the $15.94 
billion print in February. The US afternoon trade receives the FOMC meeting minutes from the April 26th-27th 
gathering, which will be scrutinized for insights into the economic outlook and future course of interest rates.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
June gold slipped lower to start today, and it hasn't been able to sustain gains or reverse a May pattern of lower 
highs. There has only been 1 higher high session this month and that should make $1,284 a critical junction 
today. In our opinion, the lack of a higher high on the day where a well-known fund manager touted the long side 
of gold, where crude oil approached $50 and lastly on a day where the Dollar was weaker should have yielded 
more gains. The bulls might suggest that gold was held back yesterday because of news that Zimbabwe 1st 
quarter gold production rose sharply, but we continue to think that a number of fundamental negatives are 
stacking up for gold and silver in the background. While Zimbabwean gold production increased to 5 tons from 4 
tons last year in the latest reporting period, gold derivative holdings continued to forge inflows overnight with an 
inflow of 152,000 ounces. Strength in the Dollar ahead should be expected but an afternoon release of FOMC 
meeting minutes could be a major impact on the Dollar and gold prices. With Reuters carrying a story yesterday 
suggesting that George Soros might be betting on "gold bugs" instead of gold mining fundamentals, means the 
fund managing might be banking on speculative buying instead of mining fundamentals. However, another major 
fund manager was liquidating gold holdings and that suggests views are widely divergent among professional 
gold players. We continue to think that technical chart failures in June gold below $1,250.30 could spark a 
wholesale liquidation but closer-in critical support is seen at $1,270.10. In July silver we see a noted failed on a 
trade below $16.92. In the end, we saw a lot of hawkish dialogue from the US Fed on Tuesday which suggested 
there is still a chance of a rate hike in June and that could be very negative to commodities in general.  
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PLATINUM  
Once again, the platinum market tracked higher with gold on Tuesday but it also fell back with gold from the highs 
Tuesday. Also like gold, platinum saw bullish headline support and failed to forge a noted upside reaction to that 
news. Apparently the Impala mine in Rustenberg, South Africa had a shaft closure because two miners were lost 
and while that supply impact might be limited, it was a psychological bullish development that was largely ignored. 
The PGM complex needs to see the June Dollar Index fall back below 94.00 or it will need a continued rise in 
crude oil prices to further the argument that deflation is finally drifting into the background. However, talk of a 
possible US June rate hike on Tuesday is another potentially undermining development for the PGM complex to 
digest today especially since the markets will be presented with US FOMC meeting minutes later today. 
Downtrend channel resistance in July platinum falls down to $1,060.30 today but the market is close to violating a 
critical support level of $1,039.10 and that could open up the market to an even bigger wave of stop loss selling.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
While our continued bearish opinion of late hasn't yielded results yet, we would also suggest that there has been 
no upside extension in daily closes which have clustered around $1,055 in the June gold contract. The bull camp 
had better hope that the Dollar doesn't soar ahead with the prospect of a June US rate hike on the rise again! 
Look to sell $5 to $10 rallies in gold ahead.  

 

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
05/18/16  

Key support violated new support is seen down at $2.0480  

 

GENERAL: While the copper market managed a higher high on Tuesday, the 
market was once again unable to hold those gains. The copper market should 
have been cheered by favorable US housing starts and permits data, but the big 
assist of the day was probably the stronger than expected industrial production 
result. In fact if one were to look at a chart of monthly industrial production 
changes for the last two years, the print for the latest monthly gain is a reading 
of noted strength but instead of lifting demand hopes for copper that result instead has sparked US rate hike 
fears. In the end, the copper market showed a wide-range trade on Tuesday with a higher high for the move but 
that action was reversed overnight and the critical $2.0625 consolidation low zone failed to hold. Gains in the US 
Dollar and weaker commodities leaves the bear camp with an edge today.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
Key support was violated at $2.0590 overnight and that level has probably become resistance. With the downside 
breakout on the charts, a strong Dollar and fears of the Fed there might not be that much support on the charts 
until the bottom of an old gap down at $2.0510 to $2.0480. The tilt is bearish but prices are too cheap to chase 
with sell orders.  
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